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Abstract:
In this seminar, as a “hard-core control guy”, I wish to make a correction to a popular saying that “There isn’t anything left for PID control research” by first sharing with you my experience as one of the 10 speakers at the 2020 IFAC World Congress full day PID pre-conference workshop entitled “Advanced Topics in PID Control System Design, Automatic Tuning and Applications” then some of my personal perspectives on the future of PID research. With some detailed elaborations, I will suggest two broad directions I) fractional order PID controllers (where the orders of integrator and/or differentiator are non-integers); II) smarter PID control when embracing big data, machine learning, digital twin, edge computing, embedded tiny AI, towards a smarter control engineering (SCE) which is a new paradigm signified with 5 attributes 1) Taskable; 2) Cognitive; 3) Reflective; 4) Ethical; 5) Knowledge-rich.
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